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effect of the interplanetary potential on the magnitude of the
electron heat flux [Scudder and Olbert, 1979a, b]. When the
effects of the spiral magnetic field are included, the radial
scaling of the electron heat flux magnitude becomes even
shallower than R-2 [Scime et al., 1994b]. Thus, the in-ecliptic
measurements suggest the action of some mechanism that
actively dissipates or regulates the electron heat flux as the
solar wind expands.
Because the radial scaling of the electron heat flux is
consistent with the predicted radial scaling of an electron heat
flux threshold instability (qe -R-3.~ [Gary et al., 1994; Scime
et al. 1994b], there have been a number of studies that have
examined the correlation between electron heat flux
magnitude and wave activity in the solar wind [Lin et at.,
1998, Newbury and Gary, 2001]. A recent computational
model that uses experimental data for constraints at 1 AU and
includes the possibility of an electron heat flux dissipation
I. Introduction
mechanism also yields a radial scaling for the electron heat
As part of a long-tenn investigation of the role played by flux consistent with the observations [Sittler and
electron heat conduction in the expansion of the solar wind,
Guhathakurta, 1999]. However, apart from intervals near
nearly ten years of data from the Ulysses spacecraft are shocks and strong stream interfaces [Lin et al., 1998], there
examined for correlations between electron heat flux, solar have been no clear indications of a correlation between
wind speed, heliographic latitude, and wave activity.
electron heat flux magnitude and wave activity [Newbury and
Discussion of the scientific questions raised by the magnitude
Gary,2001].
of the electron heat flux in the solar wind can be found in
A key feature of models that rely on the action of the
Scimeet al. [ 1994b] and Scudder and Olbert [ 1979a,b] .
interplanetary potential to reduce the electron heat flux is the
The Ulysses mission was specifically designed to examine relationship between the solar wind speedand the magnitude
the detailed properties of the solar wind from a circumpolar of the electron heat flux [Ho//weg 1974; Scudder and Olbert,
orbit. The ten-year span of the Ulysses mission now includes 1979a, b] .Some of the models predict that the wind speed
an in-ecliptic phase from 1 to 5 AU during solar minimum, a and electron heat flux should be locally anti-correlated
complete polar orbit during solar minimum, and the incoming [Scudder and Olbert, 1979a, b], while others suggestthat the
portion of a polar orbit during solar maximum. Previous presence of a suprathermal tail in the electron distribution
studies of electron heat flux measurements obtained by provides sufficient energy to drive high solar wind speeds (>
Ulysses have shown that in the ecliptic, the magnitude of the 600 km/s) [Mak5imovic et al., 1997; Meyer-Vernet. 1999].
electron heat flux obeys a R-2.9scaling (where R is the Given the dramatic change in solar wind speed from low
heliocentric distance of the spacecraft) [Scime et al., 1994b]. latitude to high latitude during solar minimum (400 km/s to
The R-2.9scaling of the electron heat flux from 1 to 5 AU
800 km/s) [McComas et al., 2001a], these models predict a
observed by Ulysses is consistent with Helios measurements quantifiable change in the magnitude of the electron heat flux
from within 1 AU [Pilipp et al., 1987]. In the absenceof any should be observed as the Ulysses spacecraftmoves from the
regulatory mechanism and without an ambient magnetic field, low-speed into the high-speed solar wind. However, data
the magnitude of the electron heat flux should fall of as R-2 from the polar orbit during solar minimum indicated no
[Scime et al., 1994b]. This calculation assumesa negligible correlation between the electron heat flux and heliographic
latitude [Scime et al., 1999].
In this paper, we report our analysis of nearly ten years of
Copyright 2001 by the American Geophysical Union.
electron heat flux measurementsfrom the Ulyssesspacecraft.In
the following sectionsthe instrumentsusedare describedand the
Paper number 2001GLO12925
resultsof our analysisarepresentedand discussed.
0094-827610112001GLO12925$05 .00

Abstract.
Solar wind observations by the Ulysses spacecraft
now include nearly ten years of continuous ion and electron
measurements. In this study, we report detailed measurements of
the electron heat flux in the solar wind. In particular, we examine
the heat flux measurements for long-term correlations with wave
activity and solar wind speed. We find that the average heat flux,
when scaled by K.9 to account for variations due to distance from
the Sun, is constant and independent of heliographic latitude or
solar cycle. We find that during both solar maximum and solar
minimum, there is no significant correlation between the
magnitude of the electron heat flux and the solar wind speed.
Comparison of the electron heat flux data with wave activity
indicates that the whistler heat flux instability does not play an
important role in limiting the solar wind heat flux.
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Ten years of electron heat flux magnitude measurements
are shown as a function of heliographic distance in Figure la.
The large variations in electron heat flux magnitude occur at
shocks and high-to-Iow solar wind speed interfaces. A power
law fit to the entire data set yields a radial scaling for the
electron heat flux of q.=7.4R-2.9 ~Watts/m2. Both the
magnitude and exponent of the fit are nearly identical with the
in-ec_~f~cresults [Scime et ,:1., 199~b]. '!1le ~e.data scaled
by R .IS plotted versus helIographic latitude In Figure 1b. A
linear fit to the scaled data versus latitude yields an almost
perfectly flat line. Thus, there is no significant variation of the
electron heat flux with latitude that cannot be attributed to the
radial variation observed in the ecliptic during solar
minimum.
In Figure 2, the electron heat flux versus latitude is shown
separatelyfor solar minimum (Figure 2a) and solar maximum
(Figure 2b). For the purposes of this study, solar minimum
includes the years 1991 through 1997 while solar maximum
includes the years 1998 through 2001. The end of 1997 was
chosen to correspond to the beginning of Ulysses' second
solar polar orbit. A striking difference in the two data sets is
the variations in electron heat flux at high latitude during solar
maximum. The high latitude solar wind speed is also
markedly different during these two phasesof the solar cycle.
Instead of increasing from roughly 400 km/s to 900 km/s as
Ulysses traveled from low latitude to high latitude, the
average solar wind speed during this solar maximum polar
transit has remained nearly constant at 400 km/s [McComas et

Figure I. (a) Electron heat flux versus heliocentric distance for
all ten years of the Ulysses mission. (b ) Electron heat flux scaled
by K.9 versus heliographic latitude.

2. Instruments
During the in-ecliptic phase of the Ulysses mission, threedimensional measurements of the solar wind electron
distributions were obtained with the Solar Wind Observations
Over the Poles of the Sun (SWOOPS) electron instrument (Rame
et al., 1992]. One out of every three spectra returned is fully
three-dimensional in velocity space. We have used threedimensional phase space densities exclusively in this study and
have corrected the data for spacecraft charging effects (Scime et
al., 1994a] and a high latitude light leak (Scime et al., 1999]. In
addition, electron data for which the calculated electron density
differs
significantly
from
the ion instrument
density
measurements have been excluded. Numerical integrations of the
electron distributions in the rest frame of the distribution are used
to calculate the electron heat flux.

where u = v -<v>,

and <v> is the average electron velocity. In

the ecliptic, the field aligned halo electrons are responsible for
the majority of the electron heat flux [Scime et al., 1994b]. The
proton speeds used in this study were obtained with the
SWOOPS ion instrument [Rame et al., 1992]. The waveform
analyzer (WF A) wave data used in this study was obtained with
the Unified RAdio and Plasma (URAP) wave instrument [Stone
et al., 1992]. The WFA provides spectral analysis of electric and
magnetic signals in a frequency range between 0.22 and 448 Hz.
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Figure 2.
(a) Electron heat flux scaled by K.9 versus
heliographic latitude during (a) solar minimum (1990 -1997)
and (b) solar maximum (1998- 2001).

The ratio of kinetic pressuresdoes not depend on the relative
velOcity of the core and halo componentsand therefore is not
representative of the electron heat flux. Data for the same
latitude range is shown in Figure 3b for solar maximum. The
log-linear nature of Figure 3b overemphasizesa very weak
correlation between solar wind speed and electron heat flux,
i.e., larger values of electron heat flux are observedat higher
solar wind speeds. Clear decreases in electron heat flux
magnitude during periods of decreasing solar wind speed
were observed during short time scale, rapid decreasesin
solar wind speed during solar minimum [Lin et al., 1998].
Because the electron heat flux does not increase as the
average wind speed doubles during solar minimum (Figure
3a), the very weak correlation between solar wind speedand
electron heat seen during solar maximum is not due to the
shorter transit time of the high-speed wind. In other words,
one cannot argue that the wave-particle interactions have
more time in slower solar wind to scatter the energetic
electrons responsible for the majority of the electron heat flux.
In fact, the data suggestthat the length of the transit time of
the wind to the measurementposition has no effect on the
magnitude of the electron heat flux.
We have also examined the first five years ( 1990 -1995)
of solar wind and wave data from Ulysses for correlations
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Figure 3. Electron heat flux scaled by R2.9versus proton speed
for the latitude range 00 to -75° during (a) solar minimum and (b)
solar maximum.
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a/., 200lb]. Variations in the solar wind speed,on the order of
+ 200 krn/s, continue to occur and are strongly correlated with
the variations in electron heat flux that are apparent in Figure
2b. An unexplained feature in the solar minimum data is the
bi-modal nature of the electron heat flux at high latitude. This
appears as a pair of "peaked" lines above the baseline
electron heat flux data at high latitude in Figure 2a. Careful
examination of the raw data and the absenceof this feature
during solar maximum (Figure 2b) suggestthat this feature is
not an instrumental artifact. However, we continue to examine
the solar minimum data for possible evidence that the bimodal feature is artificially generated during the analysis
process. Other electron parameters, such as the electron
temperature, also vary over a wider range in the low speed,
high latitude, solar wind characteristic of solar maximum than
in the high speed, high latitude, solar wind observed during
solar minimum.
The scaled electron heat flux versus proton speedis shown
in Figure 3a for latitudes of 0° to -75° during solar minimum.
The data is clearly divided into two different solar wind
states,the low latitude solar wind (V -400 krn/s) and the high
latitude solar wind (V -800 krn/s) emanating from the
coronal hole. At the higher solar wind speeds,the bi-modal
feature in the electron heat flux mentioned previously is
apparent.Although there is less variability in the electron heat
flux in the high-speed wind, there does not appear to be any
significant correlation between solar wind speed and electron
heat flux. This result does not contradict the observation of a
correlation between solar wind speed and the ratio of halo to
core kinetic pressuresas reported in Maksimovic et a/. [200 1] .
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Figure 4. (a) Two dimensional histogram of 18.7 Hz electric
field fluctuation power density versus scaled electron heat flux
for the years 1990-1995 (solar minimum). Data are binned by
heat flux magnitude and electric wave amplitude. The intensity of
the grayscale plot corresponds to the number of events falling
into each bin. The background level has been set to black to
increase the contrast. (b) Two dimensional histogram of 18.7 Hz
magnetic field fluctuation power density versus scaled electron
heat flux for the years 1990-1995.
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between the scaled electron heat flux and either electric field
or magnetic field wave activity. The scaled electron heat flux
is used to eliminate any correlation due to heliocentric
distance, e.g., a general decrease in wave amplitude with
increasing heliocentric distance will be distributed amongst
all possible values of scaled electron heat flux. Typical results
for electric and magnetic correlation studies are shown in
Figure 4a and 4b respectively. The data has been binned in
both scaled electron heat flux magnitude and wave amplitude.
The grayscalelevel of the points correspondsto the number of
events for each pair of electron heat flux magnitude and wave
amplitude values and the background level (no
measurements)has been set to black to increase the contrast
of the figure. All shock intervals have been excluded, the
wave frequency is 18.7 Hz (whistler frequency regime), and
the wave and electron measurementsare required to occur
within three minutes of each other. No overall correlation
between electron heat flux magnitude and wave amplitude is
apparent in either figure. The electric wave data of Figure 4a
show a clear absenceof large heat flux measurementsduring
periods with large electric wave amplitudes. In contrast, the
magnetic wave data shown in Figure 4b show a lack of either
intense or weak wave activity during periods correspondingto
large heat flux measurements.

4. Discussion
We find that throughout all ten years of Ulysses
observations, the electron heat flux obeys a R-2.9scaling. No
significant variation in electron heat flux magnitude is seenas
a function of heliographic latitude during solar minimum or
solar maximum. During both solar maximum and solar
minimum, there is no significant correlation between the
magnitude of the electron heat flux and the solar wind speed.
The universality of this result has important implications for
solar wind modeling. For example, in the fast solar wind
model of Hu et a/. [1997] the measuredelectron temperature
at I AU forces the authors to artificially lower the electron
heat conduction within I AU in their model. It would be
interesting to seewhat forms for the electron heat conduction
would be required to force such models to match observations
at 5 AU.
If heat flux driven instabilities were limiting the heat flux,
we would expect that larger values of the scaled qe should
correspond to larger instability growth rates and therefore to
larger amplitude fluctuating fields. Figure 4 indicates that
electromagneticinstabilities near 18.7 Hz do not playa role in
limiting the solar wind heat flux. In particular we conclude,
in agreementwith Newbury and Gary [200 I ], that the whistler
heat flux instability [Scime et a/., 1994; Gary et a/., 1994]
does not provide the observed constraint on the solar wind
heat flux.
Given this result and the suggestion of an absence of
electrostatic waves during intervals of high electron heat flux,
it would be appropriate to seek correlations between qe and
field fluctuation amplitudes at other frequencies beyond the
range of the whistler mode. For example, it is still possible
that higher frequency, strictly electrostatic, ion acoustic
fluctuations [Hess et a/., 1998; Lin et a/., 2001] may
contribute to the regulation of the heat flux.
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